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Chapter 191: He Was Her Saved Number 1 

Gong Jue sat in the middle of the reviewing table coldly. 

Without needing to say a word, the surroundings dispersed with a strong and cold aura. 

He pursed his lips tightly and his deep gaze landed on the plane. No matter how excited and proud the 

engineer’s tone was, his expression remained as cold as water. 

The high-ranking executives behind him couldn’t help but exchange extremely uneasy looks. 

It had been three days since Master Jue came to review the research results of the research and 

modification of the corporation’s high-tech equipment. 

Three days ago, the tank robot demonstrated by the second branch of the corporation, the mini drone 

demonstrated by the third branch, and even the underwater stealth ship, which was the fourth branch’s 

proud work, had a series of problems which were mercilessly pointed out by Master Jue. 

He criticized them until they cried like dogs! 

Today, this was the first branch of the corporation. It was also the high-tech research results that Gong 

Jue’s direct subordinate had shown. 

Although it was called a small plane, it was more appropriate to call it an integrated transforming robot 

because it could change its own way of existence infinitely. 

It was Number 1. 

Everyone initially thought that the results of Number One’s modification would satisfy Master Jue a 

little. 

But when they saw Gong Jue’s dark expression… 

They couldn’t help but scratch the wall in their hearts. 

Why did they suddenly realize that all the high-tech research and development results couldn’t make 

Master Jue look better? Why was this so?! 

Indeed, before the engineer could finish introducing it, Gong Jue waved his hand and interrupted him. 

“Do it again!” 

The engineer was stunned. 

The excitement in his eyes faded away and his face turned pale. “Chief… which should I redo?” 

“Redo everything!” Gong Jue said in a low voice. He swept his gaze across the plane unhappily. “Ugly!” 

The engineer was speechless. 

Didn’t they say that the silver-gray plane was more imposing and stable? 

How is it ugly, Chief? 



The chief engineer from the first branch risked his life and said, “Chief, please enlighten me.” 

A petite figure inexplicably flashed across Gong Jue’s mind. He couldn’t help but order, “Pearl white 

fuselage, sapphire wings.” 

Once his voice fell. 

Everyone was shocked. 

D*mn it. What a coquettish color! 

But when he spoke… 

Chief Engineer Zhao said, “The pearl white is noble and imposing!” 

Director Qian: “The sapphire can be concealed in the air.” 

Vice President Sun: “This color combination is unique enough to match Number 1’s identity.” 

CEO Li: “And it’s lively and bright. Our Gong Corporation has a lot of young engineers now. This color 

represents the vitality and youth of our Gong Corporation…” 

Gong Jue glanced at these bootlickers in annoyance. 

He only wanted to make a plane that resembled the stupid woman so that it would be more 

comfortable for her to fly. 

Did these people have to make such rich connections? 

Special Assistant Lu was more honest. He wasn’t like these old wimps who only knew how to brag. 

However, Special Assistant Lu’s seat behind him was empty. 

He returned to the Imperial Capital alone and left Special Assistant Lu in Qing Cheng to look after that 

stupid woman. Did that stupid woman cause any trouble these few days? 

Gu Qiqi’s stubborn and light figure surfaced in his mind. His expression softened for a moment, but after 

thinking about her, it turned cold again. 

That heartless little moron was giving a wild man a gift behind his back, but he was still in a cold war 

with her! A cold war! 

What are you thinking about! 

“Continue changing! How can you compete with those technological conglomerates in the international 

market when your technology is so poor? Do you want my Gong clan’s property to be instantly 

destroyed by someone, you moron!” Gong Jue’s face turned cold as he reprimanded him in annoyance. 

The engineers and the upper echelons of the corporation were all innocently reprimanded again. 

Just as the atmosphere at the venue became oppressive, Gong Jue’s phone suddenly vibrated. 

Gong Jue was about to switch it off unhappily when he saw the name of the message. His hand froze. 

D*mn it. Whatever he thought would happen. 



That stupid woman actually sent him a recording? 

She couldn’t stand the cold war and came to seek reconciliation with him, right? 

Did she realize that he had secretly saved his number in her phone as the life-saving number 1? 

Stupid woman, don’t be too touched. Hmph. 

A trace of arrogance flashed past his face. Gong Jue curved his lips and turned on the receiver. 

Chapter 192: He Fell From The Sky 

Just as Gong Jue was filled with anticipation and thought that Gu Qiqi would send him a pleading and 

apology voice message… 

He turned on the receiver and heard a man’s voice! 

As he listened, his face darkened. 

Boss Yao’s words “little b*tch” and “I’ll kill you” made Gong Jue furious! 

Damn it! Only I can have my woman! 

Who are you? 

The engineers and the upper echelons of the corporation present clearly felt that the atmosphere was 

dangerous and cold. 

None of them knew what was wrong with Master Jue. 

Gong Jue hung up the call and immediately called Special Assistant Lu. “Where is she? I’m asking 

someone! Why have I lost her? A mental hospital? Nonsense! There’s no need to check anymore. I’ll go 

there myself!” 

Gong Jue’s tone was cold and sinister. 

Even when he was commanding millions of engineers to carry out an emergency project for 

international PK, his subordinates had never seen him so emotional. 

Usually, he would tap his fingers lightly. 

Dealing with a competitor was like a wolf playing with a rabbit. He wouldn’t be angry at all. 

They didn’t know what exactly had happened over the phone to make Master Jue lose his cool. 

“Chief, I’ll drag Number One back and continue modifying it. I guarantee that I’ll change it until you’re 

satisfied…” The engineer from the first branch couldn’t wait to leave this low-pressure scene. 

However, in the very next second, Gong Jue slammed down his phone on the table in anger. “Hold on! 

Who was the one who boasted that it was the fastest in the world just now? I want to test it now! If it’s 

even a second slower, you can bring your head to me!” 

Ah? Didn’t they say that it was too ugly and needed to be modified? 

Why was Master Jue going to do the examination personally again? 



The engineer was puzzled, but he quickly cleared the runway and bowed to invite Gong Jue onto the 

plane. 

The roaring sound of engines soon exploded above everyone’s heads. 

Number One took off with Gong Jue and quickly disappeared from everyone’s sight. 

How fast was Number 1? 

No one dared to give a definite answer. 

Would Master Jue be satisfied? 

No one knew the answer. 

So… could their heads be preserved? 

Qing Cheng Mental Hospital. 

Gu Qiqi was locked in a steel cage and couldn’t move her limbs. 

After suffering a loss once, Boss Yao refused to approach Gu Qiqi no matter what. 

Sitting far away on the boss chair, there was a small gun in his hand that she didn’t know was real or 

fake. 

He couldn’t fulfill his son’s final wish anymore. He could only look forward to those dying patients in 

Ward 11 to teach Gu Qiqi an unforgettable lesson in her life! 

Actually, he was very curious. There were so many patients going up together… 

“Little b*tch, tell me. Will you die from rabies or some other unknown illness?” Director Yao said 

sinisterly. 

Gu Qiqi snorted coldly. 

Her small hand was in her pocket as she pressed the number 1 button once more. 

Why wasn’t Little Master Xiao Ning here yet? 

She couldn’t hold on anymore… 

“Boss, she has a phone!” 

“What?” Boss Yao tensed up. “Little b*tch, who are you calling?!” 

As she spoke, he hurriedly instructed, “Snatch her phone over. No, quickly close the door! Once it’s 

closed, the signal will be blocked!” 

As the door closed heavily, the signal on Gu Qiqi’s phone disappeared. 

But Boss Yao was still worried. He pulled the trigger and aimed at Gu Qiqi’s arm. “Little b*tch, if you use 

your phone, I’ll cripple you!” 



Thinking about how his own son’s arms had been crippled before his death, he couldn’t wait to let Gu 

Qiqi have a taste of this! 

That’s right! 

If he broke her hand, she would be more unable to resist when the patient came later. 

Thinking about this, Boss Yao pulled the trigger… 

“Boom—” 

Suddenly, it was as if thunder had rolled across the roof. 

A loud boom pierced through the roof. 

Boss Yao’s hand trembled. He had originally aimed at the joint of Gu Qiqi’s arm on purpose to shoot. At 

this moment, he deviated for a moment and brushed past the back of Gu Qiqi’s hand. The bullet entered 

the wall. 

Blood spurted out! 

In the very next second. 

Boom! 

Half of the roof had collapsed! 

Gosh, what kind of monster was that on the roof?! 

Chapter 193: A God-like Man 

This office was Boss Yao’s favorite work. 

Perhaps it was because of the increasing social pressure, the increase in pollution, and the increase in 

mental illnesses. 

Many patients’ family members spent some money to throw their patients here so that they could save 

time. 

Thus, ever since his private mental hospital became more and more profitable and he became a 

member of the rich circle in Qing Cheng, he had built an office with special equipment. 

He didn’t know how many evil deeds he had done in this place. As long as he took a look at those 

unimaginable abnormal medical tools on the wall, he knew that this was definitely a place filled with 

blood. 

At this moment. 

A huge hole had actually been blasted open in this sturdy office. 

Half of the steel ceiling collapsed. 

The steel fragments fell from the sky and landed on Boss Yao’s head and shoulders. 

His head was bleeding! 



“Oh! What happened? Someone! Someone come quickly! There’s an earthquake!” 

A second ago, Boss Yao was still being ruthless to Gu Qiqi and wanted to break both of her arms. But at 

this moment, he covered his head and ran like a rat. 

He thought that it was an earthquake. 

But he took a step forward and the steel fragments on the ceiling seemed to have eyes as they chased 

after him. 

After taking a few steps, he was already covered in blood. He fell forward in a sorry state and fell by the 

door sill. 

A pair of black leather boots stepped on his fingers and crushed them! 

“Ah!!!” 

Screams could be heard continuously. 

Boss Yao looked up. In his bloody vision, the man’s tall and cold figure was reflected. He was like a god 

descending from the sky and stepping on an ant like him! 

The gun in his hand had long fallen off. He was so frightened that he wanted to crawl back and hide 

behind Gu Qiqi’s cage. 

However, the steel sheet that fell from the ceiling directly cut off his feet. 

An excruciating pain assaulted him. Only then did Boss Yao notice that a silver-gray plane was parked in 

the hole where the ceiling had collapsed. 

It turned out that the plane had landed on the roof of the office building. 

It turned out that this man had really descended from the sky! 

How terrifying! 

What was more terrifying was that the steel plates that were chasing after him and continuously 

stabbing him were thrown down from that silver-gray plane! 

There was no one in the cockpit. 

One of the plane’s flanks was like an arm. It was holding a steel plate and throwing it down leisurely! 

Aim! 

Another aim! 

Boss Yao was scared out of his wits. 

He was going crazy! 

That plane was a monster. It actually attacked automatically like a human and even emitted a disdainful 

and mocking aura like a human. It played him around like a human. 

And the man controlling that monster planeâ€¦ 



Boss Yao shivered. 

He suddenly realized that the most terrifying thing wasn’t the human-like plane, but the god-like man in 

leather boots in front of him. 

What made him slightly relieved was that 

After stepping on him, the man ignored him and walked towards Gu Qiqi’s cage. 

“Clang!” 

The man didn’t have the patience to look for the key. 

He actually used his hard fists to break open the steel cage’s railings. 

A pair of big palms grabbed Gu Qiqi’s small waist and pulled her out. 

Gu Qiqi fell into the man’s strong embrace. 

She still couldn’t digest the fact that Gong Jue had suddenly appeared. 

Wasn’t Gong Jue on a business trip? 

Wasn’t he having a cold war with her these few days? 

More importantly, how did he know that she was trapped here? 

Countless questions surfaced in her eyes, causing her charming eyes to turn misty. 

They were especially innocent and alluring. 

Gong Jue didn’t respond to her puzzled gaze. Instead, his Adam’s apple bobbed as he frowned and 

stared at her small hand. 

“Stupid woman, are you injured?” 

The bullet brushed past the back of her hand. The wound wasn’t big, but there was quite a lot of blood. 

Her fair fingers and red blood looked shocking. 

He realized it at a glance! 

Chapter 194: It Actually Feels Good to Have Someone Backing Me Up 

“I’m fine.” 

Gu Qiqi pursed her lips lightly. 

Actually, she was fine. She wasn’t that kind of delicate woman who would faint, scream, and beg for a 

hug from a small wound. 

Furthermore, she had a cage to protect her. Even when the steel plates from the ceiling came crashing 

down, they didn’t hit her. 

But Gong Jue didn’t think so. 



His lips were cold and his eyes were deep. 

Without any explanation, he picked her up horizontally and left. “You have to bandage it quickly. I don’t 

know what virus is in this dirty place. If the bullet rusts, you might get tetanus. You have to get an 

injection quickly!” 

Gu Qiqi was speechless. 

She was really impressed by Gong Jue’s overreaction. 

She was a doctor! 

She was only grazed by a bullet. She really didn’t have to be nervous to the point that she needed 

tetanus! 

She knew better than him about the wounds she had, okay? 

However, how could her slender arms and legs be stronger than Gong Jue’s iron arms? 

She was carried all the way out the door. 

Gong Jue’s footsteps paused at the door sill. 

Behind him, Boss Yao tried his best to hide his presence. 

“Did you record what this b*stard said?” Gong Jue suddenly asked. 

Gu Qiqi nodded. “Yes.” 

Wait a minute. That’s not right. How did Gong Jue know that she had recorded it? 

She had clearly sent the number 1 key to Xiao Ning. 

Before she could figure it out, she heard Gong Jue’s voice turn cold. “So, this b*stard wanted to bully 

you with his son?” 

Gu Qiqi immediately had the feeling that if she was bullied in school, he would support her! 

She didn’t know whether to laugh or cry. 

But after thinking about it carefully, she actually felt a little excited. 

Although it was satisfying to torture scum, the feeling of having someone supporting her was actually 

not bad either. 

Having witnessed Gong Jue’s prowess, Boss Yao immediately knelt on the ground with his head 

pounding like garlic. “Please let me off. I guarantee that I won’t provoke Young Lady Qiqi anymore! Also, 

I guarantee that I’ll give Gu Qiushan money! I’ll give him a psychiatric evaluation! Let him out! Can you?” 

Gu Qiqi laughed coldly. “He has the cheek to sell his daughter. I still want him to go to jail for the rest of 

his life.” 



Boss Yao took advantage of the situation. “Okay, okay, okay. You have the final say. Then, we won’t give 

him money or give him an appraisal. Let him sit in jail until he passes away. Young Lady Qiqi and this 

master, please spare my life!” 

Compared to the vicious and sinister attitude from before, that flattering attitude was simply perfect. 

Gong Jue’s eyes darkened slightly. 

It turned out that Gu Qiushan was also involved in this matter. 

That shameless old man actually dared to sell his woman. He was really tired of living! 

Gong Jue looked at the kneeling Boss Yao coldly and became even more furious. 

“Spare you? Heh heh… Do you think I’m such a good-tempered person?” 

Boss Yao was stunned. 

Then, he kowtowed even harder. 

He had been in society for many years and knew that the best way to treat such an arrogant man was to 

lower his voice. 

Wasn’t he just a tsundere? Once he praised him well, he would definitely let him off. 

However… 

A report came from outside the door. “Boss, I’ve brought all the patients from Ward 11. Not a single one 

is missing. Should we let Young Lady Qiqi enjoy herself now… Ah! What are you doing…” 

The person who reported this had just come from the ward and was unaware of the huge change here. 

Caught off guard, Special Assistant Lu, who had rushed over from outside the door, directly twisted his 

neck. 

In the very next second. 

Gong Jue instructed coldly, “Bring everyone in and lock them up with that Yao guy!” 

Once his voice fell. 

Boss Yao’s entire body trembled. 

He shivered. 

No! 

No! 

No! 

The patients in Ward 11 were all seriously ill. 

He would definitely die if he touched them. If he was locked up together with them… 



If he had known that Gu Qiqi had such a terrifying man backing her up, he wouldn’t have provoked her 

even if he was beaten to death. 

Unfortunately, it was too late. 

After Gong Jue gave his instructions. 

Gu Qiqi, who was being hugged by Gong Jue, also said lightly, “Wait a minute, I’ll reward him with a little 

gift too…” 

Boss Yao instinctively shivered! 

What was more terrifying than being locked up with a group of men with infectious diseases? 

Chapter 195: Taste of Despair 

Trembling, Boss Yao looked at Gu Qiqi. 

His eyes were filled with pleading. 

Gu Qiqi was nestled in Gong Jue’s arms. Compared to Gong Jue’s tall and slender figure, she looked so 

petite and delicate. 

However, she had a faint look on her face and didn’t show the slightest bit of mercy. “Boss Yao, thank 

you for your hospitality. The people of the Empire advocate reciprocation. I’ll feel bad if I don’t give you 

a gift.” 

Boss Yao’s pupils shrank. 

An ominous premonition arose spontaneously. “No…” 

Gu Qiqi raised her beautiful eyes slightly and glanced indifferently at the wine bottles on the table. 

“Don’t stand on ceremony. Before you have fun with the ward mates in Ward 11, I’ll reward you with 

some wine to liven things up.” 

Gong Jue raised his eyebrows and pouted. 

Special Assistant Lu immediately understood and walked over to take the wine bottle. 

Gu Qiqi held a small test tube in her palm. Inside was the hallucinogen that she had brought over from 

the test tube rack previously. 

She leaned over slightly and poured them all into the wine bottle. 

Special Assistant Lu shook the wine bottle and strode towards Boss Yao. 

The fear in Boss Yao’s eyes became more and more intense as he muttered, “No… No… Please let me 

off… No…” 

He knew the properties of this medicine best. 

Previously, Gu Xuexue had drunk this alcohol that triggered the most shameless nature in her body and 

made her commit such a shameless act. 



He usually gave this medicine to others, but Gu Qiqi was actually using it on him now! 

No, no, no! 

He wanted to retreat, but his body was already riddled with holes and his feet had been cut off by steel 

plates. 

Retreat? How could it be that easy! 

At this moment, he finally tasted despair! 

Special Assistant Lu approached him step by step. He grabbed his chin and disregarded his struggle and 

resistance. He pinched his cheeks open and directly poured an entire bottle of medicine wine into his 

mouth. 

“Gulp—! Gulp—!” 

In the past, he had humiliated countless women like this. At this moment, he personally tasted this kind 

of humiliation. 

If there was a medicine for regret, he would have to beg for one even if he had to sacrifice his life. No, 

he would beg even if he had to dig his heart out. He would do it all over again. He didn’t want to 

provoke Gu Qiqi! 

Unfortunately, he didn’t have the chance to regret it. 

The medicine was forced into his mouth. 

In less than ten seconds, his entire face flushed red. 

His gaze was unfocused and confused. 

Gong Jue carried Gu Qiqi and stepped out of the door sill. 

Special Assistant Lu waved his big palm and immediately ordered the patients waiting outside the door 

to enter in a line. 

“Clang!” 

The office door was tightly shut. 

Gong Jue carried Gu Qiqi all the way out. 

Gu Qiqi then realized that familiar faces were everywhere in the corridor. 

One of them even blinked at her playfully and mouthed, “Little Sister-in-law!” 

This was… Gong Jue’s men? 

They actually took over a mental hospital? 

She was secretly shocked. 

However, when she walked out of the door, she realized that taking it over was nothing. 



What was more exaggerated was still outside. 

The entire moat was surrounded. 

All the exits were sealed. 

Perhaps not even a fly could fly out. 

Gu Qiqi’s lips parted and she was almost speechless. 

She looked up and saw a handsome and cool silver-gray plane parked on the roof. 

Half of the plane’s body was hanging outside. One of the wings had many steel fragments stuck on it 

because it had attacked Boss Yao previously. 

As for the other wing, it swayed playfully in mid-air. It was like a child gossiping as it waved at her in 

greeting. 

Gu Qiqi was immediately petrified! 

Chapter 196: A Daughter Is A Compensation Good 

Gu Qiqi had never seen such a humanized plane. 

It was as if it had its own soul. It could actually emit such a naughty aura. 

How interesting. 

But when she blinked again, the small plane was parked there obediently. It was no different from a 

normal plane. 

Above her head, the man’s clear voice traveled over. “It’s called Number One. It’s still a little ugly now. I 

went to the Imperial Capital this time to reform him.” 

Gu Qiqi was surprised. 

Was Gong Jue, this arrogant and domineering man, explaining his whereabouts for the past few days to 

her at this moment? 

She coughed lightly. “You… How did you know that I was in a mental hospital?” 

Before Gong Jue could answer… 

Behind her, a series of roars could be heard. “Qiqi, Qiqi! Hurry up and tell them that I’m your father! I’m 

going to get out of jail! Boss Yao promised to give me money and do a mental illness examination for me 

to help me get out! These people actually said that Boss Yao is done for and even want to bring me back 

to jail…” 

Gu Qiushan shouted at the top of his lungs. 

A few bodyguards held him down so that he couldn’t break free at all. 

Special Assistant Lu stood awkwardly at the side and asked for instructions. “Master Jue, Young Lady 

Qiqi, how should we handle this Mr. Gu?” 



Gong Jue frowned and glanced at Gu Qiushan. His gaze landed on Gu Qiqi. “You decide.” 

Gu Qiqi’s face gradually turned cold. 

How should she handle this so-called “father”? 

Gu Qiushan didn’t notice Gu Qiqi’s expression at all and only said to himself, “Qiqi, I really can’t stay in 

this place anymore. It’s too terrible! There’s no air conditioning. Mosquitoes, smelly bugs, fleas, 

cockroaches, and centipedes walk everywhere…” 

Gu Qiqi only wanted to laugh coldly. 

Gu Qiushan was truly selfish. 

When they met again, he didn’t ask if she had been bullied by Boss Yao and Yao Dazhuang and if she was 

injured. 

He didn’t even care about Gu Xuexue’s whereabouts. He only thought about blowing on the air-

conditioner and avoiding the mosquitoes… His comfort! 

This father… Hahaha! 

Apart from laughing coldly, she was really speechless. 

On the other hand, Gu Qiushan kept chattering. “Qiqi, why are you only concerned about being intimate 

with men? You don’t even think about Dad’s situation at all! Since you’re familiar with these people, 

quickly tell them to let me go!” 

Familiar with a man? 

Gu Qiushan, you didn’t say this when you sold me to the Yao father and son pair. Didn’t you say that 

they could play as they pleased?! 

Gu Qiqi’s small hand gripped Gong Jue’s collar tightly. 

Drops of blood on the back of her hand seeped into Gong Jue’s clothes. 

A sentence that had been lingering in her heart rushed to her mouth. It made her lips tremble slightly 

and her heart twist like a knife. 

Feeling Gu Qiqi’s trembling, Gong Jue’s explosive temper could no longer be tolerated. 

His eyebrows turned cold as he said coldly to Gu Qiushan, “Let you go? You should be in jail. Let who 

go?!” 

“But Boss Yao clearly said that as long as Qiqi was happy serving his son, she would help me…” 

“Shut up! Who allowed you to make a deal with your daughter?!” The veins on Gong Jue’s forehead 

bulged. If he hadn’t been hugging Gu Qiqi, he would have wanted to punch someone right now. 

If looks could kill, Gu Qiushan would have been killed by him countless times already. 



Gu Qiushan was stunned by Gong Jue’s aura and his tone became weaker. “This… This is my daughter. 

Of course, I have the authority to handle her… Isn’t the point of raising a daughter to sell her? Isn’t it the 

same no matter who I sell her to? Anyway, she’s going to get married in the future…” 

D*mn it! This was too much! 

Even Special Assistant Lu was furious. “Master Jue told you to shut up! Are you f*cking deaf?” 

He kicked Gu Qiushan to the ground and made him fall onto his butt. His mouth was cracked and his 

words were muffled. 

“Wu… I raised a daughter… who can’t give me any benefits… Isn”t that a waste…” 

Even though his mouth was broken, the stubbornness in Gu Qiushan’s heart remained unchanged. 

A daughter was a good-for-nothing. 

Chapter 197: Could You Be More Shameless? 

A daughter was a good-for-nothing? 

Gong Jue’s face fell. 

His anger surged! 

He hugged Gu Qiqi a little tighter and said coldly, “Didn’t he say that he wanted a psychiatric evaluation? 

Then, I’ll break his cheap mouth and send him to Ward 11 of the mental hospital…” 

Gu Qiqi’s small hand tightened. “Wait…” 

Gong Jue frowned. “Have you gone soft-hearted?” 

“No.” Gu Qiqi’s eyelashes fluttered. 

She said softly, “After entering Ward 11, he won’t be able to live for more than three days. It’s too easy 

for him to die like this. He should spend his entire life reflecting on his sins.” 

Gong Jue’s brows relaxed. “Okay.” 

She was indeed his stupid woman. 

She didn’t have those saintly illnesses whereby her heart softened. 

Gong Jue rested his chin on her long hair and said affectionately, “Did you want to say something just 

now? Hmm?” 

Gu Qiqi’s heart skipped a beat. Should she say those words? 

She had always taken into account the fact that Gu Qiushan had raised her, and she had never been 

ruthless in her actions. 

But clearly, Gu Qiushan only treated her as an item—a money-losing item! 

She had long known that Gu Qiushan favored men over women, but she had finally seen how terrible he 

was! 



Her heart turned cold! 

“I want to break away from my father-daughter relationship with him… It’s embarrassing to call such a 

person Dad.” Gu Qiqi blurted out. 

The weight on her heart was finally lifted. 

Perhaps others would accuse her of being unfilial. 

But she knew that she didn’t owe Gu Qiushan anything in her previous life! 

Even if Gu Qiushan raised her, he didn’t have the right to sell her as an object. 

If her mother was still alive, she would agree with her thoughts, right? 

Even if she lost her parents from now on… 

Gong Jue’s heart ached when he saw Gu Qiqi’s determined and sorrowful face. 

He was about to say something to her. 

Suddenly, Gu Qiushan roared hoarsely from behind her, “Gu Qiqi! You heartless thing… You ate my food, 

wore my clothes, and used my things. There’s no way you can leave this relationship now!” 

With every word that Gu Qiushan said, a stream of blood flowed from the corner of his mouth. Coupled 

with his distorted face, he looked especially sinister. 

This daughter was already an adult and was earning money. On what basis should he let go? 

He wasn’t stupid! 

He wasn’t going to leave this relationship! 

“Are you sure?” Gong Jue’s eyes sank. 

He didn’t say anything else and only asked coldly. 

This cold and powerful aura already made Gu Qiushan shiver. He couldn’t even straighten his back 

anymore. 

How terrifying! 

This man carried a murderous aura with every breath! 

Even Gu Qiushan, who had been in society for many years, was defeated by this powerful and terrifying 

aura. 

He took a step back with a trembling voice. “I… I mean, if you want to break away from this relationship, 

you have to return the child support fees to me first! Return me the money for food and clothing for 19 

years!” 

As he spoke, he suddenly felt justified. 

Wasn’t raising a daughter expensive? 



You still have to pay for sleeping with a prostitute. How can you snatch my daughter away without 

paying?! 

Gu Qiqi was so angry that she gnashed her teeth. 

Gu Qiushan, could you be any more shameless? 

Her small hands clenched tightly. Her fingernails nearly pulled off the buttons on Gong Jue’s collar. 

Feeling Gu Qiqi’s anger, Gong Jue’s eyes darkened a little again. 

His big palm suddenly covered her small hand and he whispered, “Let me handle it.” 

Gong Jue had his ways of dealing with shameless people! 

Gu Qiqi nodded lightly. 

If she was asked to handle it, she might not be able to hold back and stab him with a knife and take the 

blame for murder. 

What about Gong Jue? What would he do? 

Gong Jue said coldly, “Okay. Count for me. How much did you spend to raise your daughter?” 

What? 

Gong Jue actually agreed to let Gu Qiushan calculate a sum of child support fees? 

Gong Jue wanted to buy her with money? 

Gu Qiqi’s small face had been warmed for a moment by Gong Jue’s comforting words just now, but it 

was pale now. 

Were all men so… shameless? 

Chapter 198: Stupid Woman, Don’t Flirt With Me 

Gu Qiqi twisted her plans in Gong Jue’s arms in anger. 

Her small hands weren’t idle either. She simply pinched the thin skin on his collarbone. It was said that 

pinching a small piece of skin like this hurt the most. 

Stupid man. I told you to buy and sell women, and you’re even asking for a price? Why don’t you go to 

heaven? 

Gong Jue drew a cold breath. 

He frowned coldly. 

He didn’t complain about the pain. 

He only gently held her small claws and said in a doting tone, “Don’t flirt with me. Let’s get down to 

business first.” 

Gu Qiqi’s lips twitched. 



This man was sick! 

She was clearly taking care of him. Which eye of his could tell that she was “flirting” with him? 

Gong Jue held her small claws tightly and rubbed them slowly in his palm. 

He looked at Gu Qiushan with his thick eyebrows and deep eyes. 

Gu Qiushan was secretly delighted and blurted out, “One hundred million!” 

Seeing Gong Jue’s rich look, he suddenly felt a little regretful and changed his words. “90 million!” 

With 90 million dollars, even if Boss Yao didn’t let him out, he could still pay the compensation and 

reduce his sentence. 

This transaction was too worth it. 

He didn’t expect that he didn’t raise Gu Qiqi in vain. He could even sell her twice. 

Not bad, not bad at all! 

Gong Jue laughed lightly. “90 million?” 

Gu Qiushan’s heart beat rapidly. He wondered if he had set the price too high? 

But on second thought, it wasn’t wrong to shout out a higher price. Anyway, Gong Jue still had to 

bargain. Even if he cut half, it wouldn’t be a small amount. 

Thinking about this, he relaxed again and stiffened his neck. “That’s right, that’s right! My Qiqi is so 

beautiful and she’s even a top student. She’s worth a lot!” 

Top student? Value? 

Gu Qiqi laughed instead of getting angry. 

This was the first time in her two lifetimes that she had heard such praise that she didn’t know whether 

to laugh or cry. 

Did she have to thank Gu Qiushan for giving her such a high price? 

In the very next second, Gong Jue’s cold voice rang out again. “Too little!” 

Too… too little? 

Gu Qiushan thought that he had heard wrongly. 

When he came back to her senses, his eyes were filled with joy and complicated emotions. 

D*mn it. How much worth did this bookworm Qiqi have? 

He actually complained that the price was too low. 

It would be a waste not to kill such a stupid fat sheep. 

Gu Qiushan made up his mind and waved both his hands. “200 million!” 



Gong Jue squinted and curved his lips. “Deal!” 

Gu Qiushan was unable to contain his joy. 

Gu Qiqi couldn’t wait to bite him! 

If she had known that Gong Jue was such a b*stard man, she would have killed Gu Qiushan with a 

scalpel instead! 

But in the next second. 

Gong Jue’s voice turned cold. 

He brazenly issued an order. 

“Special Assistant Lu, what’s the daily food and accommodation costs for Qing Cheng Prison?” 

“Reporting to Master Jue, it’s 100 dollars.” 

“Go and calculate, for 200 million dollars, how many years can he stay in Qing Cheng Prison?” 

“Yes, Master Jue! 200 million dollars… is enough to stay for at least 5,000 years!” 

“Yes, then reward him to Gu Qiushan and let him stay in Qing Cheng Prison for 5,000 years.” 

“Master Jue, there’s actually another 50 dollars a day room. It’s the cell where the rapist lives. There are 

most smelly bugs, fleas, cockroaches, and centipedes…” 

“Very good. He’ll stay there. Special Assistant Lu, the investigation was well done.” Gong Jue even 

praised Special Assistant Lu. 

Gu Qiqi shivered fiercely as she listened in Gong Jue’s arms. 

It turned out that… Gong Jue was deliberately fooling Gu Qiushan to stand up for her, not to buy her? 

Live for ten thousand years… 

He really wanted to know if this was to turn Gu Qiushan into a zombie. 

She was angry and amused at the same time. She couldn’t help but reach out and pinch his collarbone 

again. 

Why was this scheming and coquettish man so hateful? She almost believed his act just now. 

Chapter 199: I’m Marrying This Woman 

One of the most painful things in the world. 

Nothing could surpass giving people strong and pleasant expectations and sending them into the clouds 

of a beautiful dream. 

Then, throwing them down ruthlessly and destroying that beautiful dream! 

At this moment, Gu Qiushan was experiencing such pain. 



The dream of getting rich with 90 million or even 200 million dollars had just floated past his eyes. But 

now, it had actually been changed to jail time by Gong Jue! 

How ruthless. 

“You… You tricked me! I want money… not jail!” 

“I’m not fooling you. Most people can’t enter this prison yet.” Special Assistant Lu laughed coldly. “Only 

scum like you have a chance to stay for ten thousand years. Stop wasting time. Let’s go!” 

“You… You guys urged me to separate father and daughter. You won’t die a good death!” Gu Qiushan’s 

eyes reddened. “Gu Qiqi, a girl without parents will be bullied and looked down on. Do you know? She 

won’t even be able to get married…” 

Gong Jue interrupted him coldly. “You don’t have to worry. I’m going to marry Gu Qiqi.” 

“Even if I go to jail, I’m still your father. Having a father is always a backer. Now that you want to sever 

ties with me, you won’t have a place in the Gu family anymore. If you look for a man in the future, you 

will only be ruthlessly bullied by your in-laws…” 

Gu Qiushan was still chattering non-stop as he spat blood and cursed Gu Qiqi. He was trying to scare her 

and take back those words about severing ties. 

However, Gong Jue’s thunderous promise made the slow-witted him suddenly stop. 

He was stunned for a moment before he managed to react. 

“What… What did you say? Who… Who is marrying who?” Gu Qiushan couldn’t believe it. 

Didn’t this man say last time that Qiqi was his prisoner? 

He was just playing with her. She was his sugar baby, right? 

Looking at Gu Qiushan’s dumbfounded and disbelieving look, Gong Jue’s eyes sank. “I’ll marry her! From 

today onwards, I’m her backing. Whoever has the guts to bully her, their prison will be very spacious. I 

don’t mind letting him sit in jail until he passes out!” 

His domineering voice was sonorous and powerful! 

Gu Qiushan’s body softened and he collapsed to the ground. 

The bodyguards and nerds standing around stood ramrod straight. However, their eyes were also staring 

straight ahead! 

Special Assistant Lu held his breath and his heart skipped a beat. 

D*mn it. D*mn it. The Bureau Chief was going to marry Young Lady Qiqi? 

Amidst the astonishment, the person in question, Gu Qiqi, pursed her lips lightly and looked up at this 

domineering and arrogant man. 

He… was going to marry her? 

Was he seriously ill? Did he not know what he was talking about? 



In a soft voice, she used her finger to poke his shoulder. She lowered her voice and said nonchalantly, 

“Hey, man with erectile dysfunction. I know that you’re helping me take revenge. I’m very grateful to 

you too, but it’s enough. You don’t have to act so well and waste so many expressions…” 

“I’m not acting.” Gong Jue’s tone was firm and didn’t allow for any objection. 

Gu Qiqi was stunned. 

Not… not acting? 

Was he serious? 

That can’t be! 

He had decided to get married in such a solemn manner? 

He even announced it in front of his subordinates. 

Wasn’t he afraid of going back on his word? 

Gong Jue looked at her frightened look and frowned slightly. He said unhappily, “Why? Are you very 

aggrieved to be married to me? Keep your grievances! If I ask you to marry me, then marry me. There’s 

no room for discussion!” 

Gu Qiqi was speechless. 

You domineering man with erectile dysfunction! Do you know that no man in this world would propose 

this way? 

You won’t be able to get a wife by relying on your orders! 

On the ground, the dispirited Gu Qiushan suddenly came to his senses. 

Suddenly, he laughed. “You shameless man. You want to marry my daughter? My daughter won’t agree 

to it! My daughter isn’t stupid. You don’t even want to fork out money. Are you going to let her sleep 

with you for nothing? Hmph…” 

Chapter 200: My Woman 

But when he turned around, Gu Qiushan’s expression changed again. 

He tried to persuade Gu Qiqi patiently and systematically. “Qiqi, don’t follow such a man with unknown 

origins. A little girl like you who has no social experience like you will be cheated of your life. You won’t 

have a good end! Listen to me obediently and work hard in the hospital to earn money when you return. 

I’ll get Gu Enlong to stand up for you later and marry into a good family so that the man can offer more 

betrothal gifts. It’s best if you can get tens of millions to help Dad pay the compensation money…” 

What? 

Gu Qiushan was already going to jail, but he still didn’t give up and was still plotting to sell his daughter 

for glory? 

This person was really hopeless. 



Gu Qiqi laughed coldly and said, “Then, I’d rather be cheated by him until I don’t have a good ending 

than you and Gu Enlong giving me a ‘good family’!” 

Was he from a good family like Yao Dazhuang? 

How rude. 

Gu Qiushan was furious. “You d*mned girl, why aren’t you listening to me? I was talking to you nicely, 

but you didn’t listen. Do you want me to beat you to death?” 

“Gu Qiushan, you no longer have the right to shout, hit, or curse at me. You and I have already severed 

ties. We’re no longer father and daughter!” 

“I don’t agree!” 

“I don’t need your approval. It’s fine as long as I agree.” 

“You… Where did you learn such unfilial and stupid behavior?!” 

“I learned it from the lessons from blood and tears.” Gu Qiqi laughed bitterly. 

If she still had that trace of hesitation in the past, wasn’t it too heartless to sever ties with her father? 

But now, she didn’t hesitate at all! 

This kind of scumbag man treated his daughter as an object. He wasn’t fit to be a father. 

Gu Qiushan was speechless by Gu Qiqi and nearly couldn’t breathe. 

This usually obedient daughter was actually going to resist him. 

Where was Xuexue? 

Where was Meifeng? 

Qiqi, that d*mned girl was unreliable. He wanted to reconcile with her good younger sister… 

However, when he looked around, he didn’t see Gu Meifeng or Gu Xuexue at all. 

Gu Qiushan’s pupils shrank. It was as if his last trace of hope had been extinguished. 

“Special Assistant Lu, he’s so noisy!” Gong Jue frowned. 

“Yes!” Special Assistant Lu kicked Gu Qiushan in disdain. “You only think about selling her all day long! 

I’ll let you sell yourself to your heart’s content in a while! Didn’t you look down on your daughter? Then, 

how about I throw you to a bunch of men?” 

Then, he dragged Gu Qiushan’s despairing body towards the jail. 

As the jail door closed with a bang, a suffocating feeling in Gu Qiqi’s heart gradually dispersed. 

For some reason, she felt much more relaxed. 

This kind of strange kinship was like cancer. Even if it was a part of the body, the sooner it was removed, 

the better. 



She must have made the right decision. 

Gu Qiqi slowly returned to her senses and coughed. “Um… Can you put me down now?” 

She was still nestled in Gong Jue’s arms. 

Under everyone’s gazes, this action was too intimate. 

“Let’s go to see a doctor.” Gong Jue ignored her and carried her into the car. 

“It’s just a small injury. I can bandage it myself…” 

“Nonsense! Gong Jue’s woman still wants to do it herself?” 

“Who’s your woman…” Gu Qiqi blushed. 

Did this man with erectile dysfunction have to fall so deeply into character? 

Gu Qiushan was no longer around. There was no need to pretend to be intimate to agitate him. 

Seeing that she refused to admit it, Gong Jue’s eyes darkened and he bent down. “Who was it that said 

just now that she would rather be deceived by me until she didn’t have a good end, huh?” 

His cold lips pressed against her ear. 

They were indescribably charming and alluring! 


